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Not long ago Hitler was still promising you
victories. Do you still believe that at all? Now
the Red Army, which he declared shattered,
is penetrating into the heart of Germany in
its most powerful offensive. Rundstedt’s
Belgian offensive in the West is smashed to
pieces, and the armies of the USA and Great
Britain are in motion once again to overrun
the Siegfried Line. Gone are the illusions of
the blinded, who hoped for a miracle, for the
promised turning point. Nothing may change
this fact any longer.
Germany, our homeland, has now itself
become what its own armies previously made
out of other countries: a war zone. This is
how it looks after twelve years of Hitler’s
government!
In view of this catastrophe that grows greater
with every day, the guilty parties are calling
upon you to defend the country to the last.
Do you know what that means? That means
death! Volkssturm battalions, insufficiently
equipped, are being made into frontline
troops; children, women, cripples, and old
men are having rifles or spades pressed upon
them and are being sent to their doom. The
policy of scorched earth has been proclaimed.
That means suicide for Germany. The guilty
parties, who fear the hour of reckoning, want
to force the people to destroy themselves in
an insane manner.

Appeal for Peace by German Prisoners of War
We are publishing our appeal for peace to the
German people, which has meanwhile been
broadcast in Germany via radio and discussed
in the entire American press.
(The editors)

German soldiers and workers!
German men and women!
At a time when the worst disaster in its history
has descended upon the German people as a
consequence of twelve years of Hitler’s power,
we, German prisoners of war in America, are
raising our voice; out of free will, driven by
concern over your fate in the homeland and
the absolute necessity to call you to action,

in order to compel immediate peace. How
often we have talked about this among ourselves in these hours.
We are prisoners of war from the fronts in
Africa, Sicily, Italy, and Normandy. We are
your husbands, your brothers, your sons, your
fathers. Your own blood is speaking to you,
admonishing you to come to your senses,
calling you to action, to save yourselves from
desperation and downfall. Listen to us, German
brothers, comrades in the Wehrmacht, women,
and workers. Do not be blind to the risk of
the terrible end that Hitler wants to deceive
you about with stories of secret weapons
and other trump cards. Listen to us, of whom
you ask the questions: What is to become of
us? What will happen to my wife, my children?
What must be done?

Defensive warfare? Why? Was Germany ever
attacked? Germany was not attacked; Hitler
attacked other nations, raided foreign territories. Now these nations are demanding
accountability from the guilty parties. If you
go on fighting, then you are defending the
guilty ones behind this war in Germany. Not
the homeland, but Hitler, Himmler, Göring,
Goebbels, Ley, Klöckner, Krupp, and their
consorts — the Nazi regime. Do you want
to sacrifice yourselves for that? Your wives
and your children? Merely because they
must fall, those men want to plunge the
entire German nation into the abyss along
with them. If they can no longer be in
power, the entire nation should cease to
exist. Hitler knows that his game is long
since lost. He is only drawing out the war.
The continuation of the fighting, which was
pointless from the outset, brings us closer to
absolute destruction, the destruction of our
homeland, our fatherland, the hemorrhaging
of our people. The German people are not
Hitler! The German people are you, and us.
And all of us want to live, we want to live with
our friends and relatives. There is no future
for the dead. Hope and a future exist only for
the living.
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For this reason, lay down your weapons
immediately! Break off the fight, surrender!
Do not let the SS chase you out of your
homes. Let the battle pass you by. Hide!
Do not carry out the pointless orders for
a useless defense! Do not draw out the war
through the production of weapons and
war material. Rise up! Kill the tormenters
who are still ordering and forcing you into
pointless deeds! We know how hard it is
to protect yourselves from the Nazis’ brutal
methods. Yet the more people fight back
and take action, the more powerless the SS
and the Gestapo with their slaves become.
Men of the Volkssturm! Rememb er the time
before 1933; become a people’s storm
against those who have ruined the people.
Every life of an honest German saved,
every house unharmed, every business not
destroyed, every workshop preserved, and
every farm undestroyed is the foundation
for reconstruction after the war and enables
us to work for a better, peaceful Germany.
The more remains intact, the faster our
wounds will heal, and the wounds that have
been dealt to other nations.
Our situation after laying down arms will
doubtlessly not be easy, yet the consequences we would all have to bear later
would be much worse if you continue the
insane resistance.
Listen to us! We are speaking to you as
Germans who have gone through many
battles. We have seen and experienced the
strength of the other armies on the front
and behind the frontlines. We see now the
vitality of the Allies, which Hitler calls weak,
and their inexhaustible war material. We
see the truth, which you can see only with
difficulty from there. Your ruthless enemies
are not those declared by Goebbels, but
the Nazis thems elves. They are cruel and
ruthless and they are the murderers of the
German people. We know the United Nations
can distinguish very well between the Nazis
and the German people.
We are living here as prisoners of war better
than you are in the homeland. Nevertheless,
there is nothing greater than our wish to
return to you. We want to share the suffering
with you and work with courage and hope
on reconstruction and on peace. We want to
see you again. Act accordingly! Our lives have
been saved for you, so save your lives for us.
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Bring it to an end — and the horrors of war
will be over. There is a future for us, but only
without Hitler. There is a future, but only for
the living.
Only through immediate peace!
U. S. A., February 6, 1945

In our camp, 1,391 German prisoners of war,
teams, and non-commissioned officers have
agreed to the wording and publishing of the
above appeal voluntarily through signatures
in their own hand.

